Effect of Crocus sativus extracts and its active constituent safranal on the harmaline-induced tremor in mice by Amin, Bahareh et al.
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ƾƄƷƹĦěƶƫŚƤƯ 
źŧřƾſŹźŝƱřŵźƯŢĩŹŚƄƯ ŹŵŢŞƣřźƯ ŚƷƽ ƱřŹƹŵźŝƽŹřŵŹŚŝƱřŵźƯŢĩŹŚƄƯƱŚưƿřŻƹƾĮƬƯŚůƽŚƷŶƯŚǀě 
ŹŵŢŞƣřźƯ ŚƷƽ ƱřŹƹŵƽŹřŵŹŚŝ: źŝſŹƾ ƹƾĮƬƯŚůƽŚƷŶƯŚǀěƱŚưƿřŻ  
  





ƝŶƷƹƶƴǀƯŻƂǀě ƱřŵźƯŢĩŹŚƄƯŌŚƤţŹřľřźǀųřƱŚƳŻŢƯǈſƶŝƍƺŝźƯŹƺƯřŹŵŹřźƣƶūƺţŵŹƺƯƾŤǀƀƴūƹƾŤƃřŶƸŝƪƿǇŵƶŝ ŢſřƶŤƟźĭ. ƲƿřƭŚŬƳřŻřƝŶƷ
ƂƷƹĦěƲǀǀƘţ ŹŵźƀưƷŹƺƌůšřźŧřŢŞƣřźƯ ƽŚƷ ƱřŹƹŵźŝƽŹřŵŹŚŝƱŚưƿřŻƹƾĮƬƯŚůƽŚƷŶƯŚǀěƾųźŝ ƩŚſŹŵŹřƹżŞſźƸƃŹŵÕÕ-ÎÐÕÔ ƾƯ ŶƃŚŝ.   
ƹŵřƺƯ ƁƹŹ ŚƷ :ƲƿřƕƺƳŻřƶƘƫŚƐƯƶƬųřŶƯ ƽř ƹšŹƺƇƶŝ ƾƟŵŚƈţ ƽƹŹźŝŹƺĩƺſĨƿÎÕÓ źƯŹřŵŹŚŝƱŻřźƯƶŝƵŶƴƴĩƶƘūřƾŤƃřŶƸŝżĩŶƃƭŚŬƳřŹřƹżŞſźƸƃ 
ƩƹřƾĮƬƯŚůƪƯŚƃƶƘƫŚƐƯƶŝŵƹŹƹŹŚǀƘƯ ƹ ƶŤſřƺų ŵƺŝ Źŵ ƾŝźŬţƵƹźĭƶŝƱŚƳŻźƀưƷƵřźưƷƹƩźŤƴĩƵƹźĭŹŵƾƿŚƸƴţƶŝŹŵ ŢŞƣřźƯ ŚƷƽ ƱřŹƹŵŢƧźƃƽŹřŵŹŚŝ
ƧŵźŶƳ .ƶŞůŚƈƯƭźƟ śƺƬƐƯŚƳƽŚƷŶƯŚǀěŢŞŧƹƾƿŚƯŚƯšŚƗǈƏřƦǀƟřźĭƺƯŵšŚƗǈƏřƪƯŚƃŵƺŝ Ƶŵřŵ ŚƷ ŻřƵŵŚƠŤſřŚŝƭźƳ ŹřżƟř SPSS ƶŴƀƳÎÒ ŚŝƹƱƺƯŻō ƽŚºƷ 
ƲƯ ƾƴŤƿƹ ƺƿţƱƺƯŻōƾ ŹŵƽŚĩŹƹŸŬƯƹ ŮƐſƾƴƘƯ ƽŹřŵ åê/å ŶƳŶƃƾſŹźŝ  
ƶŤƟŚƿ ŚƷ :źƔƳŻřƵƹźĭƹŵĮƬƯŚůƲſƾ ŹŵƭŚĮƴƷ ƱŚưƿřŻŵřŻƺƳƱŻƹ ƱŻƹƂƿřżƟřƹƱŚƳŻŹŵƶƷŚƯƶſ ƭƹŵƩƹř ƹšƹŚƠţƽŹřŵŹŚŝƭƺſƾƴƘƯ ƽŹřŵ řŶƳŤƃŶƴ. ƲǀĮƳŚǀƯ
ƱŻƹƱŚƳŻ ŵƺŝƩźŤƴĩƵƹźĭŻřźŤƄǀŝƾŝźŬţƵƹźĭŹŵƱŚưƿřŻŻřŶƘŝŢƿżƿƹƲǀƫƹřŹŵ )åè/åP= .(źƔƳŻřƵƹźĭƹŵƾſŹźŝŵŹƺƯƽŚƷŶƯŚǀěŶƴŤƃřŶƳšƹŚƠţ. šŚƃŹřżĭ
ŢƿŚƋŹŻřƾĩŚůźŤƄǀŝŵřŻƺƳŻřŢŞƣřźƯŹŵƱŚƄƳřźƀưƷŢĩŹŚƄƯŻřƾŝźŬţƵƹźĭŹŵƱŚƳŻ )ÍÍÎ/Í <PħŵƺĩŻřƽŹřŶƸĮƳ( śŚǀƛŹŵƱŻ )ÍÎ/Í =PŵřƺƯŶƿźųƹ (
) ƱŚƳōƾƷŵźǀƃŻřŢƿŚưůƽřźŝƅŚųƾƿřŸƛÍÍÖ/Í =Pŵƺŝ (  
ƽźǀĭƶŬǀŤƳƹŦŰŝ: ƱřŵźƯŢĩŹŚƄƯŹŵŢŞƣřźƯ ŚƷƽ ƱřŹƹŵƽŹřŵŹŚŝƵŹƹŵŹŵƱřŵźƯźŤƄǀŝŢƿŚưůƹƽŹŚĪưƷŢĩŹŚƄƯŜūƺƯŚƯřŵƺŞƳźŧŒƯƽŹřŵŹŚŝŶƯŚǀěźŝ
ƱŚưƿřŻŻřŶƘŝŶƃ.   
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Î ƾƿŚƯŚƯƵƹźĭŹŚƿŵŚŤſř ƾĪƃżěƭƺƬƗƵŚĮƄƳřŵƩƺŘƀƯƵŶƴƀƿƺƳ) ƱřźƿřŹřƹżŞſŹřƹżŞſ  
Ï ŹŚƿŵŚŤſř ŢƃřŶƸŝƁŻƺƯōƵƹźĭƭƺƬƗƵŚĮƄƳřŵ ŹřƹżŞſƾĪƃżěƱřźƿřŹřƹżŞſ  
Ð ƾŝźƯ ƾŤƀƿŻŹŚƯōƵƹźĭƾĪƃżěƭƺƬƗƵŚĮƄƳřŵƱřźƿřŵŹƺƴŬŝƾƫŚưƃƱŚſřźų  
ƶƯŶƤƯ   
ƩŚºſ ŚºƷ ƶºƯŚƳźŝ ƽŚºƷ   ƱřŵźºƯƶº ŝľŚºſŚſřƽŹƹŹŚº ŝŢºƃřŶƸŝ
ưƳƾ ŢųřŵźěƽŵƹŶůŚţƕƺƋƺƯƲƿř .ƫŵƶŝƪǀ   ŢºƿżĩźƯƶĩŵƺŝƱō
  ŵƺºŝƱōŻřƾƃŚƳƾƄŴŝƹŵƺŝƵŶƃƶŤƟźƿŸěƽźƯřƽŹƹŹŚŝŹŵƱŚƳŻ
   ŢºƃřŵŵƺºūƹƱřŵźºƯŵŹƺƯŹŵƾưĩƂƳřŵƶĩ.   ƹŻŶºƿřƾƯŶºǀěř 
  ƱřŵźºƯŜǀƛźţŢƿŹƺƟƽŹŚưǀŝƁźŤƀĭŹŵƱřŵźƯƂƤƳƾƿŚſŚƴƃ
ŵŹƺƯŹŵŢǀƫƺŘƀƯƩƺŞƣƽřźŝ  ƾºƀƴūƹƽŹƹŹŚŝŢƃřŶƸŝ  ƹŵƺºų
    ŸºƫŵźºĩƲºƃƹŹřŹƱŚºƃźƀưƷŹŵřæê    ħŹŵŶƷŚºƃźºǀųřƩŚºſ
  ŹŵƾºƀƴūƹƽŹƹŹŚŝŢƃřŶƸŝŹŵƱřŵźƯŢĩŹŚƄƯŢǀưƷřƵŶƴƿřżƟ
) ƮƿŵƺŝƱŚƸūæç   žƳřźºƠƴĩŹŵƵƹǈºƘŝ(Ʋǀºŝ ƾºƬƬưƫř   ƹŢºǀƘưū
  ƩŚºſŹŵƶƘºſƺţæîîé)ICPDŢºƃřŶƸŝŻřƽŶºƿŶūƭƺºƸƠƯ (
     ĨºƿŻřƂǀºŝƹŢºƃřŶƸŝƂºŴŝŻřźţřźƟƶĩŶƃŹřŶƿŶěƽŹƹŹŚŝ
ǈſƶŝƍƺŝźƯŚƸƴţƕƺƋƺƯ     ŻřƽŹƹŹŚºŝŢºƃřŶƸŝ .ŵƺºŝƱŚºƳŻŢƯ
ƵŻƺůƶŝƱřŵźƯŢĩŹŚƄƯƹŶƃƶŤųŚƴƃƶƘſƺţšŚƿŹƹźƋƖǀſƹ 
ŶƿŶūƽƺĮƫřƶŤƀūźŝƹŜƫŚƛƂŴŝƹŢƟŚƿƵřŹƽŹƹŹŚŝŢƃřŶƸŝ
ŵźĪƿƹŹ .ŶƃICPD ƾůřźƏŹŵƶƯŚƳźŝ ƽŚƷ ƾŤƃřŶƸŝũƹŻ źºĮƳ ƹ
) ŢſřŵźƯŚƿƱŻźŝżĩźưţƶƳçè.( ƱŚƯŻŚſ ƽŚƷ ŶǀĩŚţƾŤƃřŶƸŝ
ƾƯ Ŷƴƴĩ       ƶºŝƾŝŚǀŤºſŵŹŵƽŹƺºŰƯƂºƤƳƱřŵźºƯŢĩŹŚƄƯƶĩ







































ƙƹźƟ ƩŵƲǀƸƯƽƺƌţźƯšřŵŚƀƫř ƽźŝŚĩřƁŹōřŹō 
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śŚŴŤƳř  ƩŚºſŹŵŢǀƘưūƾƳŚƸūŻƹŹŹŚƘƃçåæå »   ŢĩŹŚºƄƯ
ƱřŹŵŚƯŢƯǈſƲǀƯŐţŹŵƱřŵźƯ«   ŚŤºſřŹƲºƿřŹŵ     ƪºĩźºǀŝŵ .Ţºſř
ƪƬƯƱŚƯŻŚſ źŝŢǀƘưūƾƳŚƸūŻƹŹŢŞſŚƴƯƶŝŵƺųƭŚǀěŹŵŶŰŤƯ
  ƶǀºƇƺţƹƵŵźĩŶǀĩŚţƱřŵźƯƂƤƳƾºƯ Ŷºƴĩ    ŻřŢºƿŚưůŹŵƱřŵźºƯ
ƶƯŚƳźŝ ƽŚºƷ     ) ŶƳƺºƃƢƿƺºƄţƲºưƿřƽŹŵŚºƯê    ƁŹřżºĭŽŚºſřźºŝ .(




ƽŹƹŹŚŝŢƃřŶƸŝƫŵƶŝǀƪ    ƵŵřƺƳŚºųŢƯǈºſŵƺŞƸŝŹŵƱřŵźƯƂƤƳƹ
ưƷřǀŢ źŝŚƳ     ƽŹƹŹŚºŝŢºƃřŶƸŝŻŚºſƶºƴǀƯŻƱřƺƴƗƶŝƾŤǀƀƴūƽźŝř
) ŶƃƵŵřŵƞǀƘƋì.( ƱŻƾƳřƹŹƹƾůƹŹƾưƀūŢƯǈſŹřŵŹŚŝ  źºŝ
ƾƷŵźǀƃƹƲǀƴūŢƯǈſ .ŢſřźŧŒƯŹŵƶĩƾƳŚƳŻƱřŹƹŵ ƽŹřŵŹŚŝ Żř 
źƀưƷŢƿŚưů ŵƺų ŹřŵŹƺųźŝƯƾ ŶƳƺƃ   ƹŚƷŹŚºƄƟ  ƱřŹƹŵšǈĪºƄƯ
ƹƾĮƬƯŚů ƱŚưƿřŻ źŤƸŝřŹƪưŰţƯƾ Ŷƴƴĩ )í(. ŽŚºſřźŝ   šŚºƘƫŚƐƯ
  ŻřƱŚºƳŻƶŝźŬţźŝƾŤŞŨƯšřźŧřƱŚưƿřŻƹƽŹřŵŹŚŝŹŵźƀưƷŢƿŚưů
ƮƸƯƖƿŚƣƹƲƿř ŵŹřŵ )îæå(. Źŵ ƶƘƫŚƐƯDiemer Źŵ ƳřŹŶěŚĪƿźƯřƾ
Źŵƶĩ Žǈĩ ƽŚƷ ƹƩƺůƾƃŻƺƯō ŶƫƺţƁƺůƵŵźĩŢĩźƃ ŶºƳŵƺŝ 
ŹŵƫŚƘƟǀŢ ŚƷƽ źŤƄǀŝŵřŻƺƳŻřŢŞƣřźƯƹƾĮƬƯŚůƶŝƍƺŝźƯŻřźƿŚſ
ƍŚŞţŹřƹƵŵƺŝźǀĭŹŵƱřŹŶěźŤƸŝŹřźƣźŝŵƺųźƀưƷŚŝƽƵŵƺưƳ ƳŵƺŝŶ
)æçææ.( ƶƘƫŚƐƯŹŵ Mullany ŚŝƵřźưƷƾƃŻƺƯōƶƬųřŶƯƩŚĜƳŹŵ
ŹŵźƀưƷŹƺƌůŢŞƣřźƯ ƽŚƷ     ŻřƵŵŚƠŤºſřƂƿřżºƟřŜºūƺƯƽŹřŵŹŚŝ
ŢŞƣřźƯ ƽŚƷ    ƾƿŚºƸƴţƶºŝƶĩƾƳŚƳŻƶŝŢŞƀƳƱŚưƿřŻŻřŶƘŝƾŤƃřŶƸŝ
ŵƺŝƵŶƿŵƁŻƺƯōŶƃŶƳ )æè.( ŜƬƛř   ŮƐºſŹŵƵŶƃƭŚŬƳřšŚƘƫŚƐƯ
ƱřŵźƯŢĩŹŚƄƯƶƴǀƯŻŹŵƱŚƸūźŝ ƵŵřƺƳŚųƮǀƔƴţƱƺģƾƿŚƷŹƺŰƯ 
ƽŹŚưǀŝ ƽŚƷ ŻŶƿřƹƾŤŝŹŚƤƯżĩźưŤƯ  źƿŚºſƹŢſřƵŵƺŝƶºŞƴū ƽŚºƷ 
   ƂºƤƳƱŚºưƿřŻƹƾĮƬƯŚůƪŨƯƱŚƳŻŢƃřŶƸŝƶǀºƃŚů ƽř ƶŤºƃřŵ ŶºƳř 
)æææé( .Źŵ ŹƺºƌůƾºŝźƛƾŤƘƴºƇƽŚƷŹƺºƄĩ ƱřŹŶºěƱřŹƹŵŹŵ
ƹƾĮƬƯŚů ŹŵƱŚưƿřŻƩŚſ ŚƷƽ źǀųř   ŢºſřƶºŤƟŚƿƂƿřżƟř )æææê (
šŚƘƫŚƐƯźǀųřƱŚƄƳƾƯ ŶƷŵ ƱřŵźƯƽřźŝŚƷŹŚŬƴƷƶƧƽřźºŝ   ƽŚºƠƿř
ŹŵŢŞŨƯƂƤƳŹƺƯř ŹŵƥŵƺƧƹŹŵŚƯŢƯǈſƶŝƍƺŝźƯ źǀǀƜţƩŚů
ŶƴŤººƀƷ ƶººƘƫŚƐƯŹŵCarter ǇŚººưţřƺĭŹŵîå ƱřŹŶººěŶººƇŹŵ
Ţĩźƃ ƵŶƴƴĩ Źŵ ŚƿƶƘƫŚƐƯ ŵŹŢŞƣřźƯ ƽŚƷ ƱŚưƿřŻŹŵŚƿƽŹřŵŹŚŝ   Śºƿ
  ŶºƳŵƺŝƵŵźºƧŢƧźƃŵřŻƺƳŻřŢŞƣřźƯƶƯŚƳźŝŹŵ)æë   ƾºųźŝŪƿŚºŤƳ .(
  ŹƺºƌůƽřźŝŹřŵŹŚŝƱŚƳŻŵŚƿŻƪƿŚưţŻřƾĩŚůżǀƳƱřźƿřŹŵšŚƘƫŚƐƯ
  ) ŢºſřƱŚºƳōŹŚƴĩŹŵƱŚưƿřŻƱŚƯŻŹŵƱŚƃźƀưƷæíæì   ƲºƿřŚºŝ .(
ƩŚů ŹŵƶĩƾţŚƘƫŚƐƯ Ʊō ŚƷ    ƱŚºƳŻŢƯǈºſźŝřŹŢĩŹŚƄƯƲƿřšřźŧř
ŹřŵŹŚŝ Źŵ .ŢºſřƵŶƳŚƯƩƺƠƜƯŶƿŚưƳƾſŹźŝƾĮƬƯŚůŪƿŚŤƳƹ ŹƺºƄĩ 
ŚƯľŚſŚſř ŹƺƯřŹŵźƀưƷŹƺƌů      ƂºŴŝŹŵƶºģƾĮƬƯŚºůƶºŝƍƺŝźƯ
ƹƾŤƫƹŵ Źŵƶģ ŢƀǀƳƭƺſźƯƾƇƺƈųƂŴŝźĭř ĢǀºƷƶģ   ƶºƳƺĭ
   ŵŹřŶºƳŵƺºūƹƶºƴǀƯŻƲƿřŹŵƾƣǈųřƹƾƗźƃƹƾƳƺƳŚƣƖƴƯ ºƸƴţƹŚ
źƀưƷŹƺƌů Źŵ ƱŚưƿřŻƱŚƯŻƫŵƶŝǀƪ ƹšŚƳŚĪƯřŵƺūƹƭŶƗ ƽŚƌƟ
ƹƭŻǇƾĪƿżǀƟ ŹŚŤųŚſ  .ŢƀǀƳŹƹŶƤƯżĩřźƯŜƬƛřŜſŚƴƯŚƳ  Ʋºƿřźŝ
ŽŚſřƂƷƹĦěƲƿřƭŚŬƳřŻřƝŶƷƲǀǀƘţ     ŹŵźºƀưƷŹƺºƌůšřźºŧř
ŢŞƣřźƯ ƽŚƷ źŝƽŹřŵŹŚŝ ƽŚƷŶƯŚǀě ƾĮƬƯŚů ƱŚưƿřŻƹ ƾƯ ŶƃŚŝ   ŹŵŚºţ
ŹŵŢŞŨƯšřźŧřŵƺūƹšŹƺƇ   ƶºƴǀƯŻƲºƿřŹŵŵƺūƺƯšǈĪƄƯƪů
ƪŨƯŵřŻƺƳŶƫƺţƭŚĮƴƷƮĩƱŻƹŹŵśƺƬƐƯŚƳƱŻƹƂƿřżƟř ƹƾĮƬƯŚů
  ŶºƴƳřƺŤŝŹřŵŹŚŝƱŚƳŻƹŵźǀĭŹřźƣƵŵŚƠŤſřŵŹƺƯƲƿŹřżſƽǇŚŝƱřżǀƯ
ŢĩŹŚƄƯƽŚƿřżƯŻř ŶƳƺƃŶƴƯźƸŝƽŹřŵŹŚŝŹŵŵƺųƱřźƀưƷ.  
  
ƹŵřƺƯ ƁƹŹ ŚƷ  
 ƕƺƳŻřƶƘƫŚƐƯƲƿřƶƬųřŶƯ ƽř ƾƟŵŚƈţ ŹƺĩƺſĨƿ ºƯƾ ŶºƃŚŝ .
ŵřŵźƯŻřƶƘƫŚƐƯƭŚŬƳřƱŚƯŻæèíì ƵŚƯźǀţŚţæèíí  .ŵƺŝŹŚǀƘƯƽŚƷ 
ƩƹřũřƹŵŻřƶŤºſřƺųƾĮƬƯŚůƩƹřƾĮƬƯŚůƪƯŚƃƶƘƫŚƐƯƶŝŵƹŹƹ 
ƽźƀưƷƦţŻřźŤưĩƾĮƬƯŚůƲſæé  ƶºŤƠƷƹ   ŻřƱŻƽŹřŵŹƺºųźŝ
ŢƯǈºſŵƺºŝ ŚºŝŹŵŚºƯŢƯǈºſƩřŒºſ ƢŝřƺºſŵŹƺºƯŹŵŹŵŚºƯŻř
ƽŹŚưǀŝ ƽŚƷ ƾŞƬƣƪŨƯƮƸƯ-ƽƺºǀƬĩŢŝŚƿŵƾƣƹźƗ.   źºƔƳŢºŰţ..
   Żř .ŶºƃƾºſŹźŝƲƯżƯƽŹŚưǀŝƪǀƫŵƶŝƾƳŚƯŹŵƹŹřŵƹƱŵƺŝĨƃżě
  ƾºſźŤſŵƹƵŵƺŞƳƂƃƺěŢŰţŜƬƛřƽŹřŵŹŚŝŻřƪŞƣƱŚƳŻƶĩŚŬƳō
  ŜºƬƛřƽŹřŵŹŚŝŻřƪŞƣƱŻƹƶŝƱŚºĪƯř źƿŸºě ƾºưƳ ŶºƃŚŝ ŹŵƱŻƱŻƹ
  ŹŵŢºƿżƿƹƲǀƫƹř  ƩƹřƶºƷŚƯƶºſ ƽŹřŵŹŚºŝ Ɨƶºŝ   ŻřƪºŞƣƱŻƹƱřƺºƴ
ƶŤƟźĭźƔƳŹŵƾĮƬƯŚůƾƯ ŵƺƃ ƱŻƹƲƿřŽŚſřźŝƹ    ƵŵƺºţƆųŚºƃ
ƱŶŝ(BMI) ƶŞſŚŰƯƾƯ ŵƺƃ )æî(. źŤưĩƾĮƬƯŚůƲſƲǀǀƘţŢƬƗ
Żřæé ƶƘƫŚƐƯƶŝŵƹŹƹŹŚǀƘƯƱřƺƴƗƶŝƶŤƠƷ ƶºŝƾºſźŤſŵ ƱŻƱŻƹ
ƩƹřƶƷŚƯƶſŹŵƽŹřŵŹŚŝƾƯ ŶƃŚŝ.   ŻřũƹźºųŹŚºǀƘƯ    ƪƯŚºƃƶºƘƫŚƐƯ
ƲǀƴūƎƤſŚƤŤƳřźĮƿŵżĩźƯƶŝƩ ƹ Źƺƌů źƀưƷ Źŵ   ƾºŝźŬţƵƹźĭ
ŻřźŤưƧŹŵé ŵƺŝƭƺſƹƭƹŵƶƷŚƯƶſŹŵŢŞƣřźƯ .ƶĪƴƿřƶŝƶūƺţŚŝ
ŽŚſřźŝƪưƘƫřŹƺŤſŵ ŵřŶƘţŶƿŶūŢŞƣřźƯ ƽŚƷ ƽŹřŵŹŚºŝƱřŹƹŵ   ƶºŝ
ŢƄƷ ŢſřƶŤƟŚƿƂƷŚĩŵŹƺƯêå ŶƇŹŵ ) ŢŞƣřźƯŵŹřƺƯé  (ŵŹƺºƯ 
ŶƃśŚŴŤƳř. śŚŴŤƳřŢƬƗŹŚºƸģ    Śºƿ) ƶºƀƬūêå ŶºƇŹŵ   šŚºƀƬū
  ŜºƫŚƐƯŻřƾƿǇŚŝƮŬůƶŗřŹř .ŵƺŝƲǀūƹŻƁŻƺƯōƽřźŝƽżƿŹƶƯŚƳźŝ
ŻřźŤưĩŹŵƾƃŻƺƯōé ƱŚƯŻƶŝƶūƺţŚŝƶƀƬūèå-çå ƶƤǀƣŵ ƽř źƷ
ŵƺŞƳźƿŸěƱŚĪƯřƶƀƬū źƯŹřŵŹŚºŝƱŚƳŻƶƘƫŚƐƯŵŹƺƯŢǀƘưūř  ƶºƘū
ƶŝƵŶƴƴĩƶſ  ƾŤºƃřŶƸŝżĩźƯ    ƾƛřŶºƫř) ŹřƹżŞºſźƸºƃŢºưƷ ŵŚºŝō
ƵŹŚưƃè (ŵƺŝ ƫŵƶŝǀƪ      ƲǀºǀƘţŢºƸūƶŝŚºƄƯƶºƘƫŚƐƯŵƺūƹƭŶƗ
ƶƳƺưƳƮŬůƶƘƫŚƐƯ ƽř ƽƹŹźŝƾţŚƯŶƤƯêå ƱŻƶºƘūřźƯ ƵŶºƴƴĩ   ƶºŝ
    ƱřżºǀƯ .ŶºƃƭŚºŬƳřƱŚưƿřŻŶƘŝŢƿżƿƹƲǀƫƹřŢƸūƾŤƃřŶƸŝżĩřźƯ
     ƶºƘƫŚƐƯŻřƵŵŚƠŤºſřŚºŝƽŹřŵŹŚºŝƱřŹƹŵŹŵźƀưƷŢĩŹŚƄƯCarter 
ƾƷřźưƷƩżƴƯŹƺƯřŹŵŵźƯŢĩŹŚƄƯƾſŹźŝ)żĩźƯƹƱŚŤſŹŚưǀŝŚţ
 (ƾŤºƃřŶƸŝƶǀƇƺţƱŵřŵƹƾƠƏŚƗƹƾƫŚƯŢƿŚưůŢƃřŶƸŝ   ƲǀºǀƘţ
) Ŷƿŵźĭè .(çê ƹƮĩŢĩŹŚƄƯŚŝƵƹźĭŹŵźƠƳçê    ŚºŝƵƹźºĭŹŵźƠƳ
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 .ŶƃƾſŹźŝ      ŮƐºſŹŵƂƷƹĦºěƲºƿřƽřźºŝŻŚºǀƳŵŹƺƯƶƳƺưƳƮŬů
ƱŚƴǀưƏřîê ŹŵƹŶƇåê/å=D ƹçå/å =E Śŝźŝřźŝêí źƷƽřźŝŵŹƺƯ
ŶƃƲǀǀƘţƵƹźĭ       ƁżºƿŹƩŚºưŤůřƲŤºƃřŵźºƔƳŹŵŚºŝƶºƳƺưƳ ŚºƷ ƹ
ŝƶ      ) ƩźºŤƴĩƵƹźºĭƶºŝƱŵƹżºƟřŚºŝƶƘƫŚƐƯƱřƺţƂƿřżƟřŹƺƔƴƯçå(
ľŚºŤƿŚƸƳ æîê ŹřŵŹŚºŝƱŻ ëè   ŹŵźºƀưƷƵřźºưƷƶºŝƶºƧŹřŵŹŚºŝƱŻ
ŢŞƣřźƯ ŚƷ ŶƳŵźƧŢƧźƃ   żºĩźƯźºƷ)çæ  (ƱŻƹ æèç     ƶºŝƶºƧƾºƳŻ
  ŶºƳŵźƧƶºƘūřźƯƾƿŚƸƴţ    żºĩźƯźºƷ)éé ƱŻ     ŹřźºƣƾºſŹźŝŵŹƺºƯ
ŶƴŤƟźĭ śŚŴŤƳřƁƹŹƶƳƺưƳ ŚƷ      ŚºţƶºƧƾƳŚºƳŻƶºĩŵƺŝšŹƺƇƲƿŶŝ
     ŹŵŶºƳŵƺŝƵŵřŵƪǀƨºƄţƵŶºƳƹźěƭƹŵƶºƷŚƯƶºſƕƹźƃ    żºƧźƯƶºſ
   ƹŜºſŚƴƯƾºĪƿżǀƟƽŚºƌƟŚŝ) ƾŤƃřŶƸŝ     ƶºſŹŵƹśźºŬƯƽŚºƯŚƯ
Ư (źƸƃƎſƺŤƯƹƲǀƿŚěǇŚŝƶƤƐƴƯƾſŹźŝŵŹƺŶƴŤƟźĭŹřźƣźƷŹŵ .
ƶƘƫŚƐƯŹŵŢĩźƃƽřźŝŢƤƟřƺƯšŹƺƇŹŵƎƿřźƃŶūřƹƱŚƳŻżƧźƯ
šŹƺƇƶŝ     Źŵ .ŶƳŶºƃƵŵřŵŹřźºƣƩźºŤƴĩŚƿƾŝźŬţƵƹźĭŹŵƾƟŵŚƈţ
ƵƹźĭƂƷƹĦěƲƿřƾŝźŬţ źƀưƷƶĩŵƺŝƽŵřźƟřƪƯŚƃƱō ŚƷ ƪƣřŶů
Źŵé ƵƹźĭƹƶŤƃřŵŹƺƌůŢŞƣřźƯƶƀƬūƩźŤƴĩ ŵƺŝƾƳŚƀĩƪƯŚƃ
ŶƴŤƟźĭŹřźƣŢŞƣřźƯŢŰţźƀưƷŹƺƌůƱƹŶŝƶĩ. ƲǀǀƘţŹƺƔƴƯƶŝ
   ĩƺºƬŝƾƟŵŚºƈţƮǀºƀƤţƹƾƟŵŚƈţŵřŶƗřƩƹŶūŻřƵƹźĭƕƺƳƾ )çå (
ŶƃƵŵŚƠŤſř )A ƵƹźĭƾŝźŬţ ƹB ƵƹźĭƩźŤƴĩ(.    ƵƹźºĭƕƺºƳžĜſ
   ƱŻƲǀºƫƹřƶºƘūřźƯƱŚƯŻŹŵ .ŶƃƶŤƃřŸĭŢĩŚěƪųřŵŹŵŜǀţźţƶŝ
řźƃŶūřƹŹřŵŹŚŝƶƘƫŚƐƯƎƿƵŵřƺƳŚųŢƃřŶƸŝŶůřƹƶŝ   ŸºųřŻřŶºƘŝƹ
ŢƿŚƋŹ ƶƯŚƳ ƵŹŚưƃŢĩŚěƾŞŤĩæ ŻŚŝƾƯ Ŷƃ    ƵŹŚưºƃƎºƤƟƢºƤŰƯ .
ŢĩŚě ŚƷ řŹƾƯ ŢƀƳřŵ ƹƱō ŚƷ ƶŝŜǀţźţƶŝřŹƶƳƺưƳ ŚƷ Ưƾ ŵřŵ   Żřƾºƫƹ
šŚƿƺŤŰƯƱō ŚƷ ŵƺŝƵŚĭōŚƳŻřƶĩŵƺŝŢǀưƷřżŗŚůźƔƳƲƿřŻřźƯřƲƿř .
   ) śŚºŴŤƳřƾƿřźĭƺºſŻƹźºŝConcealed randomization  Ǝºſƺţ (
ƽźǀĭƺƬūƩƹřƢƤŰƯƾƯ ŵźºĩ .       ŵƺºŝŚºƯŚƯŵƺºųƶºĩƽźºĮƿŵŵźºƟ
ƁŻƺƯō ŚƷ ƹŢŞƣřźƯ ƽŚƷ   ƶºŝƵŶƃƆŴƄƯšŚƀƬūŽŚſřźŝřŹƭŻǇ
ƶƿřŹřŹřŵŹŚŝƱŻƾƯ ŵřŵ     ŹŵƶºƧŶºƃƶŤºſřƺųƾºŝźŬţƵƹźºĭƱŚƳŻŻř . 
ŢŞƣřźƯ ŚƷƽ     ƶºƀƬūźºƷŹŵ .ŶºƴƴƧŢƧźƃźƀưƷƵřźưƷƶŝƽŹřŵŹŚŝ
ŝƱŻ     żºƧźƯƾƿŚºƯŚƯơŚºţřŹŵƾºƇƺƈųƎǀŰƯŹŵƁźƀưƷƹŹřŵŹŚ
ŶƃƁźƿŸěŶƳ    ƶºƀƬūźºƷŹŵźƀưƷŹƺƌůƱŚƯŻšŶƯçå   Śºţèå 
    ŢººŰţƱŚººƳŻźººƀưƷŹƺººƌůŹŵšŚººƀƬūƲººƿřŹŵ .ŵƺººŝƶººƤǀƣŵ
ŢŞƣřźƯ ƾƿŚƷ ƪƯŚƃƵŻřŶƳř ƽźǀĭ ŹŵŚƯƱŻƹƾſŹźŝ    ŚºŝƲǀºƴūŶºƃŹ
ƶƴƿŚƘƯ ƮƨƃƱŻŶǀƴƃƹƱŹřźƣƲǀƴūŜƬƣƽřŶƇƾºƯ ŶºƴŤƟźĭŵ .Ź
ƶƯŚƳźŝƢŞƏƶƀƬūźƷƱŚƯŻ ƽŶƴŝ      ƾŤºƃřŶƸŝżºĩřźƯƶºưƷŹŵƵŶºƃ
ƁŻƺƯō ƾƿŚƷ ƵŵřŵŹřŵŹŚŝƱŚƳŻƶŝƯƾ ŵƺƃżĩźƯƶſƲƿřŹŵ . źŝƵƹǈƗ
ƲƿřƾƷŚƠƃƶŗřŹřƁŻƺƯō ŚƷ ŢƬƠưě ƾƿŚƷ żǀƳŜƫŚƐƯƱŚưƷƽƹŚů ƶŝ
ŶƃƶŗřŹřƲǀūƹŻ .   ƂƿřżºƟřƽŹřŵŹŚºŝŹŵƶƿŸƜţƪƯŚƃŢƬƠưěŜƫŚƐƯ
ŜſŚƴƯƱŻƹŽŚſřźŝ ƃƱŶŝƵŵƺţƆųŚƵƹźĭ ƽŚƷ   ŵřŶºƘţƹƾƿřŸƛ
ƮƸſ ƽŚƷ   ƾºƘǀŞƏƱŚưƿřŻƶƀƿŚƤƯƵƹźĭźƷŻřŹřŵŹŚŝƱŚƳŻŻŚǀƳŵŹƺƯ
ƹƲƿŹřżſŵƺŝƾƷŵźǀƃƁƹŹƹŹŵŚƯźǀƃŶƿřƺƟ   ŻřƶºƀƬūźºƷŹŵ .
  ƾţǇřŒºſƪŞƣƶƀƬūŜƫŚƐƯ  šŹƺºƇƶºŝ     ƽŹřźºƣźŝƽřźºŝ) ƾƷŚƠºƃ
        ƱřźºƀưƷŻř (ƱŚºƳōŢĩŹŚºƄƯŜºƬūƹŚºƯŚƯŚºŝźºƀưƷźŤƸŝƍŚŞţŹř
ƾƯ ŶƃźƿŚſ .ƁŻƺƯō ŚƷ   ƖƿŚºƃšŚƿŚĪƃƹźƐųƮŗǈƗƁŻƺƯōŶƴƳŚƯ
żǀƳƽŹřŵŹŚŝŹŵŹƺƏƶŝ ƵŵřŵżĩřźƯŹŵƲǀţƹŹƾƯ Ŷƃ. źºƷŹŵ   żºƧźƯ
ŹřźƣƩźŤƴĩƵƹźĭŹŵƶĩƽŹřŵŹŚŝƱŚƳŻƾŤƃřŶƸŝƯƾ ŶƴŤƟźĭ ŹƺºƏƶŝ 
ƱŚưƷŢŰţƲǀţƹŹƁŻƺƯō ŚƷ ƣƹƶŤƟźĭŹřźŢƬƠưě ŚƷ    ƵŵřŵƱŚºƳōƶºŝ
ƶƘƫŚƐƯƲƿř .ŶƃšŹƺƇƶŝ     .ŶºƃƭŚºŬƳřŹƺĩƺºſĨºƿ     ƶºŝƶºūƺţŚºŝ
ƂƷƹĦěƕƺƋƺƯƾƳŵƺƯŻō ŚƷ ŶƴŤƃřŵƕǈƏřŵƺųƵƹźĭŻř ƲǀƤƤŰƯŚƯř
ŶƳŶƃŹƺĩƪƿŷŭźƃƶŝ ƽŚƷźǀƜŤƯ ƾſŹźŝŵŹƺƯƪƯŚƃ  ŵřŻƺºƳƱŻƹ
ƶĩƽŵřźƟřƎſƺţƹƱŚŤſŹŚưǀŝŹŵƾĮƬƯŚůƲſƹƱŚưƿřŻƕƺƳ  ĢǀºƷ
  ƭŚºŬƳřŶƴŤƃřŶƳŶƷŚƃŚƿƾŝźŬţƵƹźĭŹŵƺŗřŻƲŤƟźĭŹřźƣŻřƾƗǈƏř
 .Ŷƃ     ƽŹřŵŹŚºŝƱƺųŹŚºƄƟƂƿřżºƟřƪƯŚºƃƽŹřŵŹŚŝƱřŹƹŵšǈĪƄƯ
ƾƳŚưƿřŻŽŹŵƹŻšŚƋŚŞƤƳřƲǀƴūšŚĩźůƂƷŚĩƽŹřŹŵřšǈĪƄƯ
  ƎºſƺţƶƘƫŚƐƯƩƺƏŹŵƽżƿźƳƺųƹƽŹřŵŹŚŝŶƿŶƃƙřźƠŤſřƹƕƺƸţ
ŹŵŚƸƴţƹŚƯŚƯţŹƺƇƾ ƶºĩ   ŹřŵŹŚºŝƱŻƫŵƶºŝºǀƪ    ŢºŰţƪĪºƄƯƱō
ŹřźƣƆƈŴŤƯĨƃżěƱŚƯŹŵƾƯ ŢƟźĭ    ƽźŤºƀŝŚºƿƾºƯ Ŷºƃ  ŢºŞŧ
ƾƯ Ŷƃ .ƂƿřżƟřƲǀǀƘţźĮƿŵŶƯŚǀěśƺƬƐƯ ŚƿśƺƬƐƯŚºƳ ƱŻƹ ƽźºǀĭ 
ƱŻƹŚƯŚƯƎſƺţŹřŵŹŚŝƱŻƶƀƬūźƷŹŵ .ŵƺŝŹřŵŹŚŝƱŻƾƯ Ŷƃ Ʋƿřƹ
ƭźƟƹƵŶƳƹźěŹŵƱŻƹƵŶƷŚƄƯ ŢŞŧƯƾ Ŷƃ      ƲºƿřŚºƿōƶºĪƴƿřƲǀºǀƘţ
    ƵŵźºĩƽƹźºǀěŮǀŰºƇźǀƛŚƿŮǀŰƇƽƺĮƫřŻřƱŻƹƂƿřżƟřƱřżǀƯ
    šŚºƗǈƏřƵŶºƴƴĩƪºǀƬŰţŚŝŢſř   ŽŚºſřźºŝƹƶǀºƇƺţ ƽŚºƷ   ŪƫŚºĩ
Ʋǀŝ ƾƬƬưƫř ƾƿŚƯŚƯƹƱŚƳŻ ) ŵƺŝæî.( ŹŵƹŢƿżƿƹźƷŹŵƱřŹŵŚƯƱŻƹ
      ŢºŞŧƩƹŶºūŹŵ (ƶºŤƠƷŜºƀůźºŝ) ƾĮƬƯŚůƲſƪŝŚƤƯƾºƯ Ŷºƃ .
ƲǀŝƱŻƹƂƿřżƟřƠƷƶŤ ƽŚƷ æé ƾƫřçë    ƹƭƹŵƶºƷŚƯƶºſƶŝƍƺŝźƯ
) ƾƤŝŚƯéå-çì     Ŝºǀţźţ .ŶºƃƶºŤƟźĭźºƔƳŹŵƭƺſƶƷŚƯƶſƽřźŝ (
ŹřŵŹŚŝƱŚƳŻšŚƘūřźƯţŹƺƇƶŝƾ ƶƯŚƳźŝ ƽżƿŹ   ŹŵƶºĩŶƃƶºŤƠƷ ƽŚºƷ 
æé çí èë èí ƹéå    ƶƬºƇŚƟŹŵƱŻƹƂƿřżºƟř .ŶƳƺƃŢƿżƿƹæé 
ŵřŶƘţźŝžĜſƹƲǀǀƘţƽŹřŵŹŚŝƱŚƿŚěŚţƾĮŤƠƷƶºŤƠƷ ŚºƷ   ƮǀºƀƤţ
     ƭƺºſƹƭƹŵƶºƷŚƯƶºſƽřźºŝƾĮŤƠƷƱŻƹƂƿřżƟřƲǀĮƳŚǀƯŚţŶƃ
ŚŝƹŶƃƶŞſŚŰƯƽŹřŵŹŚŝŹŵƱŻƹƂƿřżƟřƪĩƲǀƴĤưƷ .ŵƺƃƲǀǀƘţ
ŽŚºſřźºŝƹƩƹŶºūBMI ŶºƃƶºƀƿŚƤƯƽŹřŵŹŚºŝƕƹźºƃŹŵƱŻ 
ƶǀƇƺţ ƽŚƷ ŪƫŚĩƲǀŝ ƾƬƬưƫř ŚĪƿźƯřƾƿŚƯŚƯƹƱŚƳŻ    ƂƿřżºƟřŵŹƺºƯŹŵ
ŹřŵŹŚŝŹŵśƺƬƐƯƱŻƹźƛǇƱŚƳŻƽřźŝƽ æí-æë    ŚºŝƱŚºƳŻƭźĭƺƬǀĩ
ƾƘǀŞƏƱŻƹæë-ê/æçƱŻƹƂƿřżƟřŚŝƱŚƳŻê/ææ- ì ơŚģƱŚƳŻƹ
ë ƭźĭƺƬǀĩ ƾƯ ŶƃŚŝ .ƪǀƸƀţŢƸūƶƳƺưƳ ƽźǀĭŹřŵŹŚŝƱŚƳŻƶƘūřźƯ
ƵřźưƷźƀưƷƱƹŶŝƹźƀưƷŚŝƱŚƯŻ ƽŶƴŝ      ƾºƬŞƣŢºƣƹƲǀºǀƘţŚºŝƹ
ŶƃƭŚŬƳř ŝšŹŚƧŹŵƶƧŵřŻƺƳŶƫƺţƭŚĮƴƷƱŻƹ   ŢºŞŧƱŚºƳōŢƃřŶƸ
ƾƯ ŵƺƃ ƱŚưƿřŻŶƘŝƶƀƬūƲǀƫƹřŹŵ  )ŹƺƏƶŝ   ŻƹŹŹŵƩƺºưƘƯæå-
æé ƱŚưƿřŻŶƘŝ ƱŻƱŚưƿřŻŶƘŝƱŻƹƵřźưƷƶŝũŹŵƶŞůŚƈƯƭźƟŹŵ
ŶƃƵƺŰƳŢƿżƿƹƲƿřŹŵ . żǀƳƱŚưƿřŻŻřŶƘŝƵŹƹŵŹŵźƀưƷŢĩŹŚƄƯ
    ƹƽŹřŵŹŚºŝƵŹƹŵŹŵźºƀưƷŢĩŹŚºƄƯƂƷƹĦěƲƿřŹŵ .ŶƃƾſŹźŝ
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ƾƠǀĩƶƘƫŚƐƯCarter    ƹŶºƃƾºſŹźŝŵƺŝƵŶƃƾůřźƏǇŚưţřƺĭŹŵ
ƶŗřŹřƪƯŚƃƶǀƇƺţ ƽŚƷ ƹƽżŞſƹƵƺǀƯƝźƈƯƶŝƶǀƇƺţ) ƾŤƃřŶƸŝ
ƹƾƘǀŞƏƱŚưƿřŻƶŝƶǀƇƺţŢůřźŤſřƶŝƶǀƇƺţšŚǀƴŞƫ.  Ĩºưĩ(..
ƿźųƹƩżƴƯŢƟŚƔƳŹŵĨưĩ) ƩżƴƯƽŚƷŹŚĩŹŵ    ŚºƿƽŚºģƶºǀƸţŶ
śō ƯǀƵƺ   ƹŹřŵŹŚºŝƱŻƽřźŝƅŚųƾƿřŸƛŵřƺƯƾųźŝŶƿźųřŸƛŚƿ
ŹŵƾƷřźưƷŢŞƣřźƯ ŚƷ   ŹŵƾºƷřźưƷ)ŢºŞƣřźƯ ƽŚºƷ   ƽŹřŵŹŚºŝƱřŹƹŵ
  ŻƹŹŹŵƱŻƾºƷřźưƷƱŚŤºſŹŚưǀŝŚºţƱŚºưƿřŻŻƹŹŹŵƱŻƾºƷřźưƷ
  ƹħŵƺºĩƶƿŸƜţƶŝƍƺŝźƯŹƺƯřŹŵŢĩźƃƱŚŤſŹŚưǀŝŻřƆǀųźţ
   ƾŤºƃřŶƸŝŢºŞƣřźƯƹħŵƺĩŻřƽŹřŶƸĮƳƶŝƍƺŝźƯŹƺƯřŹŵŢĩźƃ
ħŵƺĩƾƯ Ŷºƃ      ŹŵźºƀưƷŢĩŹŚºƄƯŻřƱŻŢƿŚºƋŹ .ŶºƃƾºſŹźŝ
ǀƫŽŚǀƤƯŚŝƽŹřŵŹŚŝƱřŹƹŵšźĪê ƶƴƿżĭ ƽř ƾſŹźŝ (ľǈƯŚĩŚţľǈƇř)
      ŚºŝŵřŻƺºƳŻřŢºŞƣřźƯŹŵźºƀưƷŢĩŹŚºƄƯƶŝŢŞƀƳŹŵŚƯźƔƳ .Ŷƃ
šźĪǀƫŽŚǀƤƯê ƶƴƿżĭ ƽř ŵ .ŶƃƾſŹźŝ (ƾƫŚƗŚţľǈƇřŻř)  ƲưºƋŹ
ŻřƽźǀĮƄǀěŢƸū ƕƺƳźƷƾƿřźĭƺºſ      źºŝŭźºƏƝřŶºƷřƾƫŚºưŤůř
ƽŚƯŚƯƁŻƺƯō ƵŶƴƷŵ ŵƺŝƵŶǀƃƺě ŚƗǈƏřƽŹƹōƖưūŹřżŝř  ƪƯŚºƃš
  ŢºŞŧƹƾƿŚƯŚƯšŚƗǈƏřƦǀƟřźĭƺƯŵšŚƗǈƏřƪƯŚƃ) ƶŞůŚƈƯƭźƟ
śƺƬƐƯŚƳƽŚƷŶƯŚǀěƽŹřŵŹŚŝŹŵźƀưƷŢĩŹŚƄƯƶŝƍƺŝźƯšŚƗǈƏř
ƱŚưƿřŻŻřŶƘŝƵŹƹŵƹ( ƹ ƱŻƹƂƿřżºƟřƩƹŶūƪƯŚƃ) ƵŶƷŚƄƯƭźƟ ƹ
ŵřŻƺƳƾŤƃřŶƸŝšŹŚĩ( ŵƺŝ ƾƿřƹŹƭźƟ ŚƷ   ŚºŝƹřƺŤŰƯƾƿřƹŹƢƿźƏŻř
ƶƘƫŚƐƯƂƷƹĦě ƽŚƷ    ŻřƵŵŚƠŤºſřžĜºſƹƶƴǀƯŻƲƿřŹŵƵŶƃƭŚŬƳř
ƾƿŚƿŚěƹŶƃƲǀǀƘţƾưƬƗŢŘǀƷƽŚƌƗřŻřźƠƳŶƴģšřźƔƳƭźƟ ŚºƷ 
 .ŶƃƲǀǀƘţŵŶŬƯƱƺƯŻōƢƿźƏŻřŸųř ŢƿŚƋŹ ƶƯŚƳ ƾŞŤĩŻřƶƳŚƷŚĭō
ƽŚƷŶůřƹ ƹƂƷƹĦě    ƶºƘƫŚƐƯŹŵŢĩźºƃƽřźºŝƱŚƄƳřźƀưƷ ƹ   ƶºŗřŹř
ƾƟźƘƯ ƶƯŚƳ ƯŻřƾŤƃřŶƸŝżĩřźƯŢƿźƿŶƯƶŝ  ŢºƿŚƗŹƾƣǈųřšŚƔůǈ
ŵƺŝƂƷƹĦěƲƿřŹŵƵŶƃ Ƶŵřŵ ŚºƷ    ŻřƵŵŚƠŤºſřŚºŝƭźºƳ ŹřżºƟř SPSS 
ƶŴƀƳæê ŚŝƹƱƺƯŻō ƽŚƷ ƲƯ ƾƴŤƿƹ ƺƿ ƹţƱƺƯŻōƾ  ŹƹŸºŬƯƱƺƯŻō
ŮƐſŹŵźƄǀƟƢǀƣŵƱƺƯŻōƹƽŚĩƾƴƘƯ ƽŹřŵ åê/å ŶƳŶƃƾſŹźŝ  
  
ƿƶŤƟŚ ŚƷ  
Źŵ ƶƘƫŚƐƯƲƿřæîê ƶĩŶƳŵźĩŢĩźƃŹřŵŹŚŝƮƳŚųé   ƶºŝŵŹƺƯ
ƎƤſŢƬƗè ŵŹƺƯ     ƹźºĮƿŵżºĩźƯƶºŝƩŚºƤŤƳřæ   ŵŹƺºƯ  ŻřƝřźºƈƳř
ƶƘƫŚƐƯ ƩźŤƴĩƵƹźĭŹŵ)      ƶºŝƱŻīźºƯŵŹƺºƯĨºƿƹŶƳŶƃƝŸů
ƝŵŚƈţŢƬƗŵŚŤƟřơŚƠţř. ľŚŤƿŚƸƳæíë  ) ŹřŵŹŚºŝƱŻëè    ƵƹźºĭŹŵźºƠƳ
ƹƾŝźŬţæçè   .ŶºƴŤƟźĭŹřźºƣƾſŹźŝŵŹƺƯ (ƩźŤƴĩƵƹźĭŹŵźƠƳ Źŵ
  ƵŹŚưºƃƩƹŶūæ   ƲǀĮƳŚºǀƯ  ŻřƾºųźŝŚºƷźǀƜŤƯ    ƹƾºŝźŬţƵƹźºĭŹŵ
   ŹƺºƌůšŚºƘƟŵƲǀĮƳŚǀƯƶƘƫŚƐƯƲƿřŹŵ .ŢſřƵŶƃƶƀƿŚƤƯƩźŤƴĩ
ŹŵƱřźƀưƷŢŞƣřźƯ ŚƷ í/ç ± ê/ê ) ƵŵƹŶŰƯŹŵƹæê- é ƹŵƺŝ (ŹŚŝ
   ŻřźºŤưĩŹŵŹƺºƌůƪǀƫŵƶŝƝŸůŵŹƺƯĢǀƷé    .ƮǀŤºƃřŶƳƶºƀƬū
        ŶƳŶºƃśŚºŴŤƳřƾºŝźŬţƵƹźºĭƱřƺºƴƗƶºŝƶºĩƾƳŚƳŻƭŚưţƱřźƀưƷ
ĩźƃ .ŶƴŤƟźƿŸěřŹƶƘƫŚƐƯŹŵŢ  
  
ƩƹŶū)æ:( ƶƀƿŚƤƯ ŻřƾųźŝŹŚǀƘƯƝřźŰƳřƹƲǀĮƳŚǀƯŚƷźǀƜŤƯ ƵƹźĭŹŵƹƾŝźŬţƩźŤƴĩ  
P value ƩźŤƴĩƵƹźĭ ƾŝźŬţƵƹźĭ źǀƜŤƯ 
ÖÒÓ/Í Ï/Ñ±Õ/ÏÐ Ó/Ð ±ÔÓ/ÏÐ ƱŻƲſ ƩŚſ) 
ÎÎÏ/Í Ñ /Ð± Ð/ÎÎ Ö/Ï±Î/ÎÏ ƱŻšǈǀƈŰţ ƩŚſ) 
ÒÏÖ/Í Î/Ñ± ÏÒ/ÏÎ Õ/Ð± ÕÓ/ÏÍ ƱŻũřƹŵŻřƲſ ƩŚſ) 
ÕÍÑ/Í Î/Ñ± Ð/ÏÔ Ó/Ñ ±Ò/ÏÔ ŵźƯƲſ ƩŚſ) 
ÎÏÔ/Í Ï/Ð± Ò/ÎÍ Ò/Ð ± ÐÑ/ÎÎ ŵźƯšǈǀƈŰţ ƩŚſ) 
ÖÎÒ/Í Õ/Ð±Ô/ÏÑ Ó/Ñ±Õ/ÏÑ ŵźƯũřƹŵŻřƲſ ƩŚſ) 
æçç/å† Ñ/ÎÍÏ ±Ò/ÏÑÎ Ï/ÎÒÎ ±Ö/ÏÕÑ ŶƯōŹŵ ƱŚƯƺţŹřżƷ) ƶƳŚǀƷŚƯ 
ÑÕÓ/Í Ö±ÏÔÐ Õ ±ÏÔÑ ĮƬƯŚůƲſƾ řŻƱŚƯŻŹŵƿƱŚư ŻƹŹ)  
ÍÔ/Í Ï/Í±Ö Ñ/Í±Ö/Õ ŹŚĮěō ƩƹřƶƤǀƣŵ 
ÐÖ/Í ÑÒÑ ± ÐÏÐÔ ÑÑÒ±ÐÏÖÕ ŵřŻƺƳƱŻƹ ƭźĭ) 
ÖÏ/Í Ñ±Ò/ÏÐ Ñ±Ñ/ÏÐ ƵŵƺţƆųŚƃƱŶŝ )Kg/m2( 
çè /å  ÎÍ±Ò/ÒÕ Ð/ÎÎ ±Ò/ÓÍ ƽŹřŵŹŚŝŻřƪŞƣƱŻƹ(Kg) 
ÍÔ/Í Ð/Ï±Ð/Í Ð ±Î ƩƹřƶƷŚƯƶſŹŵƱŻƹƂƿřżƟř ) Kg( 
ÒÏ/Í Ñ/Ï± Õ Ó/Ï ± Õ/Ô ƭƹŵƶƷŚƯƶſŹŵƱŻƹƂƿřżƟř )Kg( 
ÑÎ/Í Ö/Î±Ò/Ð Õ/Î±Õ/Ð ƭƺſƶƷŚƯƶſŹŵƱŻƹƂƿřżƟř  )Kg( 
èí/å Ó/Ð ±Î/ÎÐ Ó/Ñ ±Ô/ÎÐ ƂƿřżƟřƪĩƱŻƹ ) Kg( 
åè/å*   Ð/Ö±Ô/ÓÏ Ó/ÎÎ ±Ó/ÓÓ ƱŻƹŹřŵŹŚŝƱŻƶŤƠƷƹŵŝŶƘ ƱŚưƿřŻŻř )Kg ( 
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ƵŹŚưƃƩƹŶūç    ƱŻƹƂƿřżºƟřƹƽŹřŵŹŚºŝŹŵƾƬĩƱŻƹƂƿřżƟř
   ƵŵƺºţƆųŚºƃĨǀĪƠţƶŝƽŹřŵŹŚŝƭƺſƹƭƹŵƶƷŚƯƶſŹŵƾĮŤƠƷ
      ƵŶºƃƶºƀƿŚƤƯƩźºŤƴĩƹƾºŝźŬţƵƹźºĭŹŵƽŹřŵŹŚŝƕƹźƃŹŵƾƳŶŝ
 .ŢſřƱŻƹƂƿřżƟřŶƇŹŵƲǀƴĤưƷśƺƬƐƯŚƿƵŶƃƶǀƇƺţ   ƽřźºŝřŹ
ƩźŤƴĩƹƾŝźŬţƵƹźĭƱŚƳŻŹŵé ƵŵŹBMI ſŚŰƯ  ŪƿŚºŤƳ .ƮƿŵźĩƶŞ
źƛǇƱŚƳŻƵƹźĭŹŵƶĩŵřŵƱŚƄƳ )í/æî<BMI(  ƆųŚºƃŚºŝƱŚƳŻ 
BMI) ƾƘǀŞƏçë-í/æî( ƹ ƱŚƳŻ  ƱŻƹƂƿřżºƟřŚºŝ (Overweight) 
)çî-æ/çë(ƱŻƹƂƿřżƟřŶƇŹŵśƺƬƐƯ   ƵƹźºĭƱŚƳŻŹŵƽŹřŵŹŚŝŹŵ
  šƹŚºƠţƩźººŤƴĩƹƾº ŝźŬţƾººƴƘƯ ƽŹřŵ  .ŵŹřŶº ƳƭŚººưţơŚººģƱŚº ƳŻ
)BMI<çî( ƵƹźĭƹŵźƷŹŵŻřźŤƄǀŝƱŻƹƂƿřżƟřƩźŤƴĩƹƾŝźŬţ
ŶƴŤƃřŵƵŶƃƶǀƇƺţźƿŵŚƤƯ    ŹŵśƺºƬƐƯƱŻƹƂƿřżºƟřƕƺºưŬƯŹŵ .
) ƩźŤƴĩƹƾŝźŬţƵƹźĭƹŵŹŵƽŹřŵŹŚŝé/çî ƪŝŚƤƯŹŵçì   (ŶºƇŹŵ
šƹŚƠţƾƴƘƯ ƽŹřŵ ) ŢƃřŶƳìê/å  =P.(  
  
ƩƹŶū)ç:( ƶƀƿŚƤƯ ƬĩƱŻƹƂƿřżƟřƾ ƽŹřŵŹŚŝŹŵ ƭźĭƺƬǀĩ) ƹ ƱŻƹƂƿřżƟřĨǀĪƠţƶŝƽŹřŵŹŚŝƭƺſƹƭƹŵƶƷŚƯƶſŹŵƾĮŤƠƷ ƵŵƺţƆųŚƃ
ƳŶŝƾ ƩźŤƴĩƹƾŝźŬţƵƹźĭŹŵƽŹřŵŹŚŝƕƹźƃŹŵ  
T-test ŹŚǀƘƯƝřźŰƳř ± ƲǀĮƳŚǀƯ 
  
ƱŶŝƵŵƺţƆųŚƃ  
Kg/m2 P value ƩźŤƴĩƵƹźĭ ƵƹźĭƾŝźŬţ  
åî /å  æ/è±ç/æè  Kg ë/è±ê/æê  Kg ƱŻƹƂƿřżƟřƪĩ 
í/æî<  
éë/å  æçå±éîå  gr ææå±êçå  gr ƱŻƹƂƿřżƟřƾĮŤƠƷ  
í/å  ë/è±êë/æè  Kg ê/é ±ìî/æè  Kg ƱŻƹƂƿřżƟřƪĩ 
çë- í/æî  
ëè/å  æçå±êæå  gr æéå±êçå  gr ƾĮŤƠƷƱŻƹƂƿřżƟř 
êè/å  êæ/è ±í/ææ  Kg ë ±æì/æè  Kg ƱŻƹƂƿřżƟřƪĩ 
çî-æ/çë  
ìî/å  æèå±éêå  gr æêå±éëå  gr ƾĮŤƠƷƱŻƹƂƿřżƟř 
îë/å  æ/é±ìè/æå  Kg íê/è ±íè/æå  Kg ƱŻƹƂƿřżƟřƪĩ 
æ/çî >  
èê/å  ìå±ééå  gr æéå±èìå  ƾĮŤƠƷƱŻƹƂƿřżƟř 
   
ƵŹŚưƃƩƹŶūŹŵè    ƹƾºŝźŬţƵƹźºĭŹŵŚƷŶƯŚǀěƾųźŝƾƳřƹřźƟ
 .ŢſřƵŶƃƶƀƿŚƤƯƩźŤƴĩŜǀţźţƶŝƾŝźŬţƹƩźŤƴĩƵƹźĭŹŵŢƠƷ 
ƹźƠƳĨƿ ƽŹřŵŹŚºŝƱƺųŹŚƄƟƞǀƠųƂƿřżƟřŢƬƗƶŝźƠƳ    ƲºſŚºŝ)
ƾĮƬƯŚůèî-èë ƶŤƠƷç    šŚºƋŚŞƤƳřƆǀŴºƄţŚŝƵƹźĭźƷŹŵźƠƳ
ƾƳŚưƿřŻŽŹŵƹŻ ƾĮƬƯŚůƲſŚŝ)èì-èê ƶŤƠƷƹĨƿ   źºƷŹŵźƠƳ
ƲǀƴūšŚĩźůƂƷŚĩŢƬƗƶŝƵƹźĭ ƾĮƬƯŚůƲſŚŝ)éåƹèí  (ƶŤƠƷ
ŶƳŶƃƽźŤƀŝƱŚŤſŹŚưǀŝŹŵ Ƃƃ ǈĪºƄƯŢƬƗƶŝŵŹƺƯƽŹřŹŵřš
ƲǀŝƹƆųźƯƱŚƯŹŵŻřŶƘŝƾĮưƷƶĩŶƳŶƃƽźŤƀŝéå-èí ƶŤƠƷ
       ŹŚºģŵƩźºŤƴĩƵƹźºĭŹŵźºƠƳĨºƿŚºƸƴţƕƺưŬƯŹŵ .ŶƳŵźĩƱŚưƿřŻ
 .ŶƃŽŹŵƹŻƱŚưƿřŻ  
ƩƹŶū)è:( ƩźŤƴĩƹƾŝźŬţƵƹźĭŹŵŚƷŶƯŚǀěƾųźŝƾƳřƹřźƟƖƿŻƺţ  
P value ƩźŤƴĩ ƾŝźŬţ 
Ƶƹźĭ 
ŶƯŚǀě 
ÕÏ/Í  Ð/ÐÐ%  Ô/ÐÎ%  ƲƿŹřżſƁƹŹƶŝƱŚưƿřŻ 
ÎÒ/Í  Õ/Õ%  Ñ/Ð%  ƃǀƷŵźƾ ƛǀŹŚƈŰƳřźƽ ƫƹřŹŵǀƹƲƿżƿřŻŻřŶƘŝŢƿƱŚư  
ÏÕ/Í  Ð/ÒÔ%  Ô/ÓÓ%  ƕƹźƃƶŝŵƺų ŵƺų ŚƷŵŹŵƽ řŻƿƳŚưƾ  
ÑÐ/Í  Ö/ÎÔ%  Ð/ÎÐ%  řŻƿŵƱŚưƿŽŹźƿŚ ŽŹŵƹŻ  
ÐÐ/Í  Ñ/Ï%  Õ/Ñ%  ŹřŹŵřšǈĪƄƯƽ  
ÏÏ/Í†  Î/Ñ%  Ö/Ô%  řŻŽŹŵƹŻšŚƋŚŞƤƳřƿƳŚưƾ  
ÏÒ/Í†  Ö/Ñ%  Ð/Ñ%  ŹřŵŹŚŝƱƺųŹŚƄƟƽ  
ÏÔ/Í  ÐÍ%  ÐÕ%  ƬĩǀěƶǀŚƷŶƯŚƽ śƺƬƐƯŚƳ  
ƱƺƯŻō ŚĩŹƹŸŬƯƽ † ƟŢƀţǀźƄ    
  
ƵŹŚưƃƩƹŶūé    ŻřŶºƘŝƹƽŹřŵŹŚºŝŹŵƱřŵźƯŢĩŹŚƄƯƾƳřƹřźƟ
ŢſřƵŶƃƶƀƿŚƤƯƩźŤƴĩƹƾŝźŬţƵƹźĭŹŵƱŚưƿřŻ źƔƳŻřƵƹźĭƹŵ
    ŵřŻƺºƳŻřŢºŞƣřźƯŹŵƱŚºƃźƀưƷŢĩŹŚƄƯŻřƱřŹŵŚƯŢƿŚƋŹƱřżǀƯ
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ƹè/ìî       ŻřŶºƘŝŢºƿżƿƹƲǀºƫƹřŹŵƩźºŤƴĩƵƹźºĭŹŵƱřŹŵŚƯŶƇŹŵ
      ŢƿŚºƋŹŻřźºŝřŵřŻƺºƳŻřŢºŞƣřźƯŹŵƱŚºƃźƀưƷŢĩŹŚƄƯŻřƱŚưƿřŻ
  ŚººƄƯŵŹƺººƯŹŵƱřŹŵŚººƯšŚººƃŹřżĭ .ŶººƳŵźĩŹŵƱŚººƄƳřźƀưƷŢĩŹ
  ) ƱŻśŚººººǀƛŹŵŵřŻƺººººƳŻřƽŹřŶººººƸĮƳåæ/å =P(( ƹ)íîí/ê-
çèî/æ(CI= ƹì/çRR=   ŢºƿŚưůƽřźŝƅŚųƾƿřŸƛŵřƺƯŶƿźųƹ
 ) ƱŚºººººƳōƾƷŵźǀºººººƃŻřååî/å =P) ƹ (íèè/î-èåé/æ(CI= ƹ
êí/èRR= ƾŝźŬţƵƹźĭŹŵ ŵƺŝźŤƄǀŝ  
  




ŶƯŚǀě P value 
æ/å  êå%  ëè%  ŵřŻƺƳƶƿŸƜţƶŝƍƺŝźƯŹƺƯřŹŵŢĩźƃ 
åæ/å  * ëê%  íè%  ħŵƺĩŻřƽŹřŶƸĮƳƶŝƍƺŝźƯŹƺƯřŹŵŢĩźƃ 
ååæ/å * æë%  ëå%  ŢŞƣřźƯŹŵŹƺƌůƽřźŝŹŵŚƯƾƷřźưƷ ƽŹřŵŹŚŝ  
í/å  íç%  íå%  ƱŚŤſŹŚưǀŝŚţƱŚưƿřŻŻƹŹŹŵŹŵŚƯƾƷřźưƷ 
ê/å  íé%  íå%  ƱŚŤſŹŚưǀŝŻřƆǀųźţŻƹŹŹŵŹŵŚƯƾƷřźưƷ 
î/å  ìê%  ìè%  ŹřŵŹŚŝƱŻƽřźŝƅŚųƾƿřŸƛŵřƺƯƾųźŝŶƿźų 
ååî/å * ìê%  îç%  ƽřźŝƅŚųƾƿřŸƛŵřƺƯƾųźŝŶƿźųƃŹŵŚƯǀƵŵź  
æ/å  ëê%  ìê%  ƶƳŚųƽŚƷŹŚĩŹŵĨưĩ 
ç/å  êè%  ëè%  ƾƳŶǀƃƺƳŚƿřŸƛƱŵźĩƵŵŚƯō 
ì/å  ê/ëì%  ìå%  Ƈƺţǀƶ ŚƷƽ ƾŤƃřŶƸŝ 
åêî/å  íì%  ìê%  ƾƘǀŞƏƱŚưƿřŻƶŝƶǀƇƺţ 
ì/å  ìê%  ìí%  ŻřħŵƺĩƶƿŸƜţƶŝƶǀƇƺţƃǀź ŹŵŚƯ  
ì/å  ëì%  ëê%  šŚǀƴŞƫƹƽżŞſƹƵƺǀƯƝźƈƯƶŝƶǀƇƺţ  
è/å  ëî%  ëç%  ŢůřźŤſřƶŝƶǀƇƺţ  
 * P<0.05 
ƽźǀĭƶŬǀŤƳƹŦŰŝ  
    ŹŵƱřŵźºƯŢĩŹŚºƄƯƹŹƺºƌůšřźŧřƾſŹźŝƶŝƶƘƫŚƐƯƲƿřŹŵ
ŢŞƣřźƯ ƽŚƷ źŝƽŹřŵŹŚŝƱřŹƹŵ ƾĮƬƯŚůŶƯŚǀě   ƲǀĮƳŚºǀƯ .ƮǀŤųřŵźºě
  źŤºƄǀŝƾŝźŬţƵƹźĭŹŵƱŚưƿřŻŻřŶƘŝŢƿżƿƹƲǀƫƹřŹŵƱřŹŵŚƯƱŻƹ
   ƵŶºƃƵŶƷŚºƄƯšƹŚƠţƹŢſřƩźŤƴĩƵƹźĭŻřƾºƴƘƯ Źřŵ ƾºƯ ŶºƃŚŝ .
  ƽŹřŵŹŚºŝŹŵƵŶƃŜƀĩƱŻƹƒƠůƱŚưƿřŻŶƘŝƵŹƹŵƾƏŹŵƶģźĭř
ŚŝƱŚƳŻƽřźŝBMI ơŚģŚƿƾƘǀŞƏŢƀǀƳśƺƬƐƯ ŚƯř    ƶºŝƶºūƺţŚºŝ
ƹƱŻƹźƔƳŻřƵƹźĭƹŵšƹŚƠţƭŶƗBMI    ƱřżºǀƯƹƽŹřŵŹŚºŝŻřƪŞƣ
ƽŹřŵŹŚŝŹŵƱŻƹƂƿřżƟř      ƶºūƺţŢºƬƗƶºŝŢºſřƲºĪưƯšƹŚƠţƲƿř
ƱřźƀưƷźŤƄǀŝ     ƾƷŵźǀºƃƵŹƹŵŹŵƱŚºƳōƶºƿŸƜţƶºŝƵƹźĭƲƿřƱŚƳŻ
         źŤºƄǀŝƶºūƺţŶºƿƺƯżºǀƳƾºŝźŬţƵƹźºĭŹŵƱŚºƳŻšŚºƃŹřżĭ .ŶƃŚŝ
   ƱŵŹƹōƮƷřźººƟƹƱŚººƳōƶººƿŸƜţźººƯřƶººŝƱŚºƄƳřźƀưƷƶºƴǀƯŻ ƽŚººƷ 
ƭŻǇ)ƱŚƳōƾƷŵźǀƃŻřŢƿŚưůƽřźŝƅŚųƾƿřŸƛŵřƺƯŶƿźų( ƽřźŝ
ŹƺƔƴƯƲƿřƾƯ ŶƃŚŝ ƫŚůŹŵƾ ƶĩ    ƹƽżŞºſƹƵƺºǀƯƝźƈƯƶŝƶǀƇƺţ
šƹŚƠţƽŹřŵŹŚŝƱřŹƹŵŹŵƵƹźĭƹŵŹŵŢůřźŤſřƶŝƶǀƇƺţƹšŚǀƴŞƫ
ŪƿŚŤƳŚŝƶƴǀƯŻƲƿřŹŵŪƿŚŤƳ .ŢƃřŶƳTitler ƮƷ Ƴřƺųƾ Ƴ  ŪƿŚºŤƳ .ŵŹřŶ
ƵŶºƴƿōƶƘƫŚƐƯ źºĮƳ Titler    ƽƹŹźºŝŚºĪƿźƯřŹŵçèçê    ƱŚºƄƳŶºƫƺţ
Ưƾ ŶƷŵ ƶĩ ƃřŶƸŝƽŚƷŹŚŤƟŹƭƹřŶţƹŷŚŴţřźŝƱřŹŶěƾĮƬƯŚůŹŵƾŤ
) ŶƳźŧŒƯƱřźƀưƷƎſƺţçæ.(   šƹŚºƠţƶƘƫŚƐƯƹŵŪƿŚŤƳšƹŚƠţŢƬƗ
    ƶºƘƫŚƐƯŹŵ .ŢºſřƾŤºƃřŶƸŝŹŚŤƟŹƞƿźƘţƹƶƳƺưƳƮŬůŹŵTitler 
  ƶǀºƇƺţƶƘƫŚƐƯƲƿřŹŵƹƪĪƫřƹŚƷŹŶŴƯšŚǀƳŚųŵƝŸůŚƿƂƷŚĩ
ƝźƈƯƶŝ šŚǀƴŞƫƹƽżŞſƹƵƺǀƯ   ƞºƿźƘţƾŤƃřŶƸŝŹŚŤƟŹƱřƺƴƗƶŝ
ŢºſřƵŶƃ. ŪƿŚºŤƳ     ƾºųźŝƶºĩŵřŵƱŚºƄƳšƹŚºƠţ ƽŚºƷ   ŹŵƽŹŚºŤƟŹ
ƶºŝŵŹřŵŵƺūƹƵƹźĭƹŵƱŚƳŻƱřźƀưƷ ƽŹƺºƏ     ƵƹźºĭŹŵƱřŵźºƯƶºĩ
  řŵƽźŤºƄǀŝŢĩŹŚºƄƯŵřŻƺƳŻřƽŹřŶƸĮƳŹŵƾŝźŬţƹƶŤºƃ   ŢƿŚºƋŹ
ŵřŻƺƳŻřŢŞƣřźƯŹŵƱŚƃźƀưƷŢĩŹŚƄƯŻřƱřŹŵŚƯ   ƾºŝźŬţƵƹźĭŹŵ
ŵƺŝźŤƄǀŝ ƶƘƫŚƐƯŚŝŪƿŚŤƳƶƴǀƯŻƲƿřŹŵDimier ƮƷ Ƴřƺºųƾ  .ŵŹřŵ
ŹŵƲƿřƱřŹŶěƶƘƫŚƐƯŢĩźƃ ƵŶƴƴĩ ŹŵŽǈĩ ƽŚƷ   ƹƩƺºůƾƃŻƺƯō
źŤƄǀŝŶƫƺţƁƺůŻř ŹŵƱřŹŶěźƿŚſŢǀƫŚƘƟ ƽŚƷ ƾĮƬƯŚůƶŝƍƺŝźƯ
ŵřŻƺƳŻřŢŞƣřźƯƹƶŤƃřŵŢĩŹŚƄƯ ƍŚŞţŹřƹƽƺƣ ƽźţ ŵƺųźƀưƷŚŝ
ŹřźƣźŝƵŵƺưƳ ŶƳř )ææ.(   ƮǀŤºƀƳřƺŤƳƾƬƘƟƶƘƫŚƐƯŹŵƶĪƴƿřŢƬƗŶƿŚƃ
ƶŝŪƿŚŤƳƾƴƘƯ ƽŹřŵ    ŶºƫƺţƱŻƹźºŝƱřŵźƯŢĩŹŚƄƯšřźŧřƶƴǀƯŻŹŵ
ƶĩŶƃŚŝƱōƮǀŝŚƿŢſŵ ƶƘƫŚƐƯƲƿřŹŵŢĩŹŚƄƯ  źºƀưƷ  ƢºƿźƏŻř
ƱŻƱŻƹƂƿřżƟřźŝźǀŧŐţŹŵŹřŵŹŚŝ ƹƽŹřŵŹŚŝŹƺƏƶŝ    ƮǀƤŤºƀƯźºǀƛ
      ŹŵŹŶºěŹƺºƌůƶºĩŵřŵƱŚºƄƳŚºƯŪƿŚŤƳƹŢſřźŧŒƯŶƫƺţƱŻƹźŝ
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ŹŵźƀưƷŹƺƌůŢŞƣřźƯ ŚƷ ƩżƴƯŹƺƯřŹŵŢĩŹŚƄƯƂƿřżƟřƢƿźƏŻř
   źŧŒºƯŵřŻƺºƳŶƫƺţƱŻƹźŝŹřŵŹŚŝƱŻŻřƾƠƏŚƗƹƽŵŚƈŤƣřŢƿŚưůƹ
       ŹŵƱřźºƀưƷŢĩŹŚºƄƯŻřƱŚºƳŻšŚºƃŹřżĭƶºƘƫŚƐƯƲºƿřŹŵƹŢſř
   ƶººƘƫŚƐƯŹŵ .ŢººƃřŶƳšƹŚººƠţƵƹźººĭƹŵŹŵƽŹřŵŹŚººŝƱřŹƹŵTitler 
ĩŹŚƄƯƹŹŚĮǀſħźţƹƽŹřŵŹŚŝŢŞƣřźƯźŤƸŝŢƟŚƿŹŵŜūƺƯŹŶěŢ
   ŵřŻƺºƳŶºƫƺţƶưƷƲƿřŚŝŶƃƽŹřŵŹŚŝŹŵŹŶŴƯŵřƺƯƹƪĪƫřƮºĩ ƱŻƹ 
ƞǀƘƋŢǀƠǀĩƢƤŰƯƲƿřŢƟŚǀƳƂƷŚĩŢºŞƣřźƯ ŚºƷ    ƭŶºƗŢºƬƗřŹ
źĩŷƶƬųřŶƯźǀŧŐţŵźĩ )çæ .(  ƶºƘƫŚƐƯŪƿŚºŤƳŚŝƶƴǀƯŻƲƿřŹŵŪƿŚŤƳ 
Titler ƮƷ Ƴřƺųƾ ƶģźĭřŵŹřŵƱŚƳŻŚƯƶƘƫŚƐƯŹŵƾſŹźŝŵŹƺƯƱŚƳŻ
ƶƘƫŚƐƯƹŶƳŵƺŝƾŤƃřŶƸŝƽŚƷŹŚŤƟŹźƔƳŻřźƐųƮĩTitler ƽƹŹźŝ
ŢſřƵŶƃƭŚŬƳřƾƬĪƫřƹƽŹŚĮǀſźƐųźěƱŚƳŻ   ƲǀºūƹŻƲǀºƴĤưƷ
   ŚºŝũřƹŵŻřŢǀƘºƋƹźƔƳŻřźƬŤǀţƶƘƫŚƐƯŹŵƾſŹźŝŵŹƺƯƶºƳƺưƳ   ŚºƯ
ƶŝŶƳŹřŵšƹŚƠţľǈƯŚĩ ƽŹƺƏ ŹŵƶĩƶƳƺưƳ   ƷƲǀºūƹŻŚºƯ  ũřƹŵŻřƾºĮư
ŶƴŤƃřŵƵŶƃŢŞŧƹƮŗřŵƫŚůŹŵƾ ƶĩ ƶƘƫŚƐƯTitler ƲǀūƹŻƽƹŹźŝ
ŵźºĪƳũřƹŵŻřƹƾưſŹũřƹŵŻřƪŨƯƎŝřƹŹƕřƺƳřŚŝƵ Fragile family 
)ƮƷ ƾĮƳŚų cohabitant ŶºƃƭŚŬƳř (ƵŵźĩƶĩŹŚŤƯĨǀŤƳŚƯŹƶƐŝřŹ 
ƹ ƶºƘƫŚƐƯŹŵTitler ƽŹŶºěƶºƐŝřŹƶºŝƱŚºƗŷřřŹŹŶºěŢĩŹŚºƄƯ
ƾƫŚƯŢƿŚưů       ŻřŹŶºěŢºƿŚưůŶºƈƣƹƽŹřŵŹŚºŝŹŵźºƀưƷŻřŹŶºě
ŹŵħŵƺºĩƩŚºſ ƽŚºƷ ŶºƘŝħŵƺºĩƾĭŶººƳŻƽ ƽŚºƷźǀƜŤƯƶºĩ)
ŹŵŹƺƌůƶŝŢŞƀƳƽźţŹřŸĭźǀŧŐţŢºŞƣřźƯ ŚºƷ ƾºƯ ŶƴºƃŚŝ  ƞºƿźƘţ (
ŢƀƳřƺŤƳżǀƳƢƤŰƯƲƿřƶưƷƲƿřŚŝŶƳŵźĩƮŬůŚŝŵƺųƶƘƫŚƐƯŹŵ
ǇŚŝƶƳƺưƳźŝřŹŹŶěŢĩŹŚƄƯ ƂƷŚĩ ŵřŻƺƳŶƫƺţƮĩ ƱŻƹ   ŶºŝŚǀŝźŧŒƯ
)çæ .(    ŽŚºſřźºŝƶºƳƺưƳƮŬůƲǀǀƘţƶƘƫŚƐƯƲƿřŹŵźĮƿŵƝźƏŻř
ƹƾţŚƯŶƤƯƶƘƫŚƐƯšŹƺƇƶŝ ƶŤƃŸĭ źĮƳ ƭŶƗƱōŢƬƗƶĩŶƃƭŚŬƳř
ŵƺūƹƶƘƫŚƐƯ ƽř    ƶºƘƫŚƐƯƶŝŚºƄƯƾţŚƯŶƤƯƶƘƫŚƐƯƭŚŬƳř) ŵƺŝƶŝŚƄƯ
ĨƿƶŝŻŚǀƳƾƬƘƟ       ŽŚºſřźºŝŚºƸƴţƶºƳƺưƳƮºŬů .(ŢƃřŵƱŚƯŻƩŚſ
ŵřŻƺƳƱŻƹźǀƜŤƯ řŸƫŶƃƭŚŬƳř ŵřŶƘţƂƿřżƟřŚŝŢƃřŵƱŚĪƯřƶºƳƺưƳ 
ƾţƹŚƠŤƯŪƿŚŤƳƶŝŚƷźǀƜŤƯźƿŚſŵŹƺƯŹŵƮǀŝŚƿŢſŵ ƱŚưƷ ŹƺƏ ƶĩ
ƱŚƄƳżǀƳŪƿŚŤƳƾƯ ŶƷŵ źƔƳŻřƶƬųřŶƯƮƛźǀƬƗƵƹźĭƹŵƶŞƴū ƽŚºƷ 
šƹŚƠŤƯ ŢƿŚưůƹŢĩŹŚƄƯƷưºƀ    ŹƺºƯřŹŵŢĩŹŚºƄƯƱƺºĤưƷƱřź
ƶŗřŹřƹƩżƴƯƶǀƇƺţ ƽŚƷ ŹŵƾŤƃřŶƸŝŵŹŚºŝƽŹř     šƹŚºƠţźĮƿŶºĪƿŚºŝ
ƶǀƇƺţơƺƟŵŹřƺƯƶŝƶūƺţŚŝ .ŶƳŹřŶƳƾƯ ŵƺºƃ ƶºƘƫŚƐƯ ƽř    ƮºŬůŚºŝ
ƶƳƺưƳīŹżŝ źţ       ƕƹźºƃŻřƪºŞƣƱōŹŵƹŵƺºƃƭŚºŬƳřƶºƴǀƯŻƲƿřŹŵ
ŵŚƘŝřŹŵƱřŵźƯŢƿŚưůƹŢĩŹŚƄƯƱřżǀƯƱōƭŚưţřŻřŶƘŝƹƶƬųřŶƯ
       ŹƺºƯřŹŵŢĩŹŚºƄƯƽŵŚºƈŤƣřŢºƿŚưůƾƠƏŚºƗŢºƿŚưů) ƞƬŤŴƯ
źưƷƩżƴƯŢƟŚƿŹŵƽřźŝƾƷřŢŞƣřźƯ ŚƷƶŗřŹřƶǀƇƺţ ƽŚƷ  (ƾŤƃřŶƸŝ
 .ŵƺƃƾſŹźŝ      ŹŵƱřŵźºƯƾºƷřźưƷƹŹƺºƌůšřźºŧřƶºƘƫŚƐƯƲƿřŹŵ
ŢŞƣřźƯ ƽŚƷ ƾſŹźŝƽŹřŵŹŚŝŶƿŵźĭŹƺƌůƝźƇƶĩŵźĩƶūƺţŶƿŚŝ .
ŹŵŢŞƣřźƯ ƽŚºƷ    ƲŤƟźºĭƹƽŹřŵŹŚºŝƁŻƺºƯō ŚºƷ   ƂƿřżºƟřƲưºƌŤƯ 
ŢĩŹŚƄƯƹŢƿŚưůƱřźƀưƷŹŵƽŹřŵŹŚŝ ƾưƳ ŶƃŚŝźǀǀƜţ .ƵŚĭŶƿŵ ŚƷ
ƁźĮƳ ŚƷ ƶŝŻŚǀƳƱřŵźƯŹŚŤƟŹƹƶƯŚƳźŝ ƽżƿŹ ƽŚƷ Ɩǀſƹ ƽźţ   řŸºƫ .ŵŹřŵ
ƶǀƇƺţƾƯ ŵƺƃ ŹŵƱřŵźƯƶƯŚƳźŝ ƽŚƷ   ũřƹŵŻřƵŹƹŚºƄƯŶƴƳŚƯƞƬŤŴƯ
ƵŵřƺƳŚųƮǀƔƴţŚƿƱŚĩŵƺĩŶƃŹƂƿŚěŹƺƏƶŝ    ƵŵřŵŢĩŹŚºƄƯźŧŒºƯ
 .ŶƳƺƃŹƺºƯřŹŵƱřŵźƯŢĩŹŚƄƯŦŰŝƶĪƴƿřƶŝƶūƺţŚŝ    ƶºŝƍƺºŝźƯ
  ŢºſřŶƿŶūŚƯŹƺƄĩŹŵľŚƇƺƈųƱŚƳŻŢƯǈſ   ƶºŝźŬţƲǀºƴĤưƷƹ
ƮŬůƲǀƄƳźǀƤƟƶƤƐƴƯŹŵƶĩƂƷƹĦěƲƿřƶºƳƺưƳ     ƶºŝŻŚºǀƳŵŹƺºƯ
ŶƃƪǀưĪţƽŶƴĩƶƘƫŚƐƯ ƽř      ƾºſŹźŝƽřźºŝƶºƴǀƯŻƲºƿřŹŵƾƠǀĩ
ƹƱřŵźƯŢĩŹŚƄƯƾĮƴƷźƟƖƳřƺƯƵŚĭŶƿŵ ƽŚƷ ƱřŵźƯ   ƶºƴǀƯŻƲƿřŹŵ
ŢºſřƽŹƹźºƋŚºŬƳřƭƹżºƫƲǀºƴĤưƷ .źºŧřƶºƴǀƯŻŹŵƾţŚºƤǀƤŰţƭ
  ƱŚºƳŻŻřŢŞƣřźƯŹŵƱřŵźƯŢĩŹŚƄƯźºƐųźě      ƶƤŝŚºſŚºŝƱŚºƳŻƪºŨƯ
ƎƤſŚƿƾƿřŻŚƳ    ŽŚºƀůřżºǀƳƲƯżƯƽŹŚưǀŝŚƿƾưƳōƶŝǈŤŞƯƱŚƳŻ
ƾƯ ŵƺƃ   ƱřŵźºƯƂºƤƳƶŝƶūƺţŢƸūŹŵĨģƺĩƾƯŚĭƶƘƫŚƐƯƲƿř .
      ŶºǀƯř .ŢºſřƱŚºƳŻŢƯǈºſƶºŝƍƺŝźƯŹƺƯřŹŵƾºƯ ŵƹŹ   ƲǀƫƺŘºƀƯ
ŵƹƾŤƃřŶƸŝ    ƹƵŵƺºưƳƕƺºƋƺƯƲºƿřƶŝƽźŤƄǀŝƶūƺţŹƺƄĩƾƳŚƯŹ
      ƹŚºƌƟŵƺºŞưĩƶºƬưūŻřƶºƴǀƯŻƲºƿřŹŵŵƺūƺƯƖƳřƺƯŶƴƴĩƁǈţ
ŶƴƿŚưƳƝźƏźŝřŹƵŶƿŵƁŻƺƯōƪƴſźě  
ŹŵźƀưƷŹƺƌůŢŞƣřźƯ ŚƷƽ ŵřŻƺƳƱŻƹźŝƽŹřŵŹŚŝ  .ŵƺºŞƳźŧŒƯ
ƽŹřŵŹŚŝƽŚƷŶƯŚǀěźƿŚſŵŹƺƯŹŵ      ŵƺºūƹƽźŤºƄǀŝƾºſŹźŝƶºŝŻŚǀƳ
 .ŵŹřŵŹƺƌůźƀưƷŹŵŢŞƣřźƯ ƽŚƷ ƽŹřŵŹŚŝźŤƄǀŝŢĩŹŚƄƯŜūƺƯ
ƽŚƷŹŚŤƟŹŻƹźŝƹƱřŵźƯŢƿŚưů ƶƳřźĭ ƱřŵźƯ    ŹŵźŤºƄǀŝŢĩŹŚºƄƯƹ
ŵřŻƺƳƶŝƍƺŝźƯŹƺƯř ƱŚưƿřŻŻřŶƘŝƵŹƹŵŹŵƾƯ ŵƺƃ.   
  
źĪƄţƹźƿŶƤţ  
    ƭƺºƬƗƵŚĮºƄƳřŵƾºƄƷƹĦěŢƳƹŚƘƯƾƫŚƯŢƿŚưůŚŝƂƷƹĦěƲƿř
       żºĩźƯƶºſƾƿŚºƯŚƯơŚºţřƲǀƫƺŘºƀƯƽŹŚºĪưƷŚŝƹŹřƹżŞſƾĪƃżě
ƾŤƃřŶƸŝƮƳŚų ŚƷ ƲǀƤƤŰƯ .ŶƃƭŚŬƳřŵřƺūŹƺěƹƽŵŚŝōźƸƯƽŶǀƃŹ
ƭǈƗřřŹŵƺųƾƳřŵŹŶƣƹźĪƄţŜţřźƯƾƯ ŶƳŹřŵ.  
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Abstract 
Background & aims: Male involvement in women’ health has recently attracted much attention due 
to its role in health and gender issues. The aim of this study is to determine the effect of husband 
attendance at prenatal care on some pregnancy and birth outcomes in Sabzevar in 2008-2009. 
Methods& materials: This single blinded randomized clinical trial was carried out on 186 primigravid 
women admitted to 3 health centers in Sabzevar. Inclusion criteria included wanted pregnancy and 
primigravidity. In the experimental group, women with their husbands attended at the health centers 
and in the control group women attended alone. Interview form included demographic, obstetrics, and 
pregnancy’s outcomes information. Data was analyzed using SPSS software version 15 through t-test, 
Ȥ2, and man-witney-u at the significant level of 0.05.      
Results: The two groups were not significantly different with regard to gestational age at delivery, 
birth weight, weight gain in first, second and third trimester of pregnancy. Mothers’ weight at the first 
postpartum visit was higher in experimental group than control (P=0.03). The two groups were not 
significantly different with regard to the pregnancy outcomes. Women’s reports indicated a higher 
level of satisfaction of husband involvement in the care of baby (P<0.001), taking care of the baby in 
his mother's absence (P<0.01) and husband support of breastfeeding (P=0.009) in the experimental 
group. 
Conclusion: Husband attendance at prenatal care does not affect pregnancy outcomes but it brings 
more husband involvement and support for mother and neonate at postpartum period. 
Keywords:  pregnant women, prenatal care, spouses, pregnancy outcome 
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